SinoCorrugated - IndiaCorr Expo 2020 (ICE 2020) is the second largest event on corrugated packaging in Asia and the biggest tradeshow in India for the entire value chain of corrugated packaging industry creating a perfect platform for high quality equipment suppliers, machineries and solution providers to meet buyers from all across the globe.

IndiaCorr Expo offers unparalleled opportunities for the key buyers to source machinery and network with numerous business prospects. IndiaCorr Expo 2020 will be a right place for International Exhibitors to showcase latest technologies, products and solutions under dedicated pavilions along with many networking opportunities. The show is held annually and is an important networking place for the industry where exhibitors and visitors both build strong business relations.

Benefit from the fast growing corrugated packaging market in India

- Key market drivers impacting the market growth of the corrugated packaging globally include budding end-user industries such as medicine, rubber, food, consumer durables, and petroleum
- Profits related with corrugated packaging viz. lower cost and sustainability makes it primary mode preferred for packaging in several industries
- Emerging markets offer remarkable growth opportunities owing to rising population along with escalating product demand among consumer in this region
- E-commerce industry is one of the primary growth driver due to packaging reliability of products in the global market for corrugated packaging
- According to experts corrugated boxes are there to stay and will eventually continue to play a critical role both for business and the environment due to the fact that they can be reused and recycled

Unlimited opportunities at IndiaCorr Expo 2020

- Meet leading corrugation professionals from across the globe
- Engage with leaders and decision makers from across the wider sector
- Demonstrate your products, services and solutions in a live environment
- Meet with existing customers and gain access to a new range of potential clients
- Generate fresh business leads and justified ROI
- Be present at the largest congregation of corrugation industry

ICCMA Congress

ICCMA-Indian Corrugated Case Manufacturers’ Association was set up in year 2009 and is an apex body of the Indian Corrugation Industry representing Automatic Board Plants. The Corrugated Packaging Industry in India is undergoing phenomenal transformation. The units modernizing and switching to Automatic process are increasing in numbers every passing day. Present membership of ICCMA constitutes almost 25% of total All-India Corrugated Box production.

Indian Corrugated Case Manufacturers Association (ICCMA) Congress, a three-day conference, creates a platform for all industry professionals to gather under one roof, discuss & deliberate the way forward. ICCMA Congress is an extensively planned and a focused event on corrugated packaging industry. The ICCMA congress is co-located with the IndiaCorr Expo. Every year, ICCMA CONGRESS is attended by over 500 industry leaders across the country to network with our exhibitors.
IndiaCorr Expo 2019 successfully created a platform to connect, network & close deals!

The annual exhibition covering the entire value chain of corrugated packaging was a congregation of 253 exhibiting companies from 12 countries across the globe and 7012 leading corrugation professionals from India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Kenya, Nigeria, Oman, Kazakhstan, UAE, Thailand, Qatar & Rwanda. With the display of latest solutions, products and technological advancements in an exhibit area of 9100 sqm, the show also created a productive business environment. Many deals were closed along with 846 successful business matchmaking. The Indian Corrugated Case Manufacturers Association (ICCMA) Congress, a three-day conference brought together leading industry experts and 396 business delegates to meet, connect and share insights on the recent developments in the corrugated packaging industry.

Overall, 90% exhibitors were satisfied with their participation at the show

- **EXCELLENT RETURN ON INVESTMENT**
  86% exhibitors agree that exhibition delivered better ROI than other media channels

- **SALES LEADS**
  73% exhibitors agreed that ICE is highly effective way of generating sales leads

- **RECOMMENDATIONS**
  86% of the exhibitors recommend participation in the next edition

- **BIGGER ORDERS**
  Business executed on show floor

- **ENHANCED REACH**
  Show created a platform to enhance brand reach in India

Our 92 international exhibitors came from 11 countries

anya, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Kenya, Nigeria, Oman, Kazakhstan, UAE, Thailand, Qatar & Rwanda.

80% of the visitors were involved in the business of manufacturing corrugated boxes, allied raw material, machineries or other manufacturing products, followed by trading as the other leading segment.
Many highlights that bring more business on the show floor!

.getInternational Exhibition & Conference on Folding Carton Industry

www.IndiaFoldingCarton.com

Bringing the World of Flexography on One Dais

www.IndiaFlexographyExpo.com

A Complete Corrugated Packaging Conference

www.iccma.com

GoConnect: Business Matchmaking Service

In our continuous endeavour to uplift and further enrich the experience at the show days, we have a matchmaking platform, GoConnect. This is a complementary online tool to pre-fix your meetings with buyers virtually before going to the expo floor.

Industry Speaks

“We are very pleased being a part of this show. We have received a lot of relevant and important customers. Extremely satisfied with the results we are getting over here.”

Marco Bertola
General Manager, Fosber

“This is the first time we are participating at IndiaCorr Expo. I must say we have received an overwhelming response and have got a lot of customers along with many new orders.”

Jude Lin
3 Cube Diesupplies Company

“We saw many key buyers coming to our stall. I would say this has been an excellent forum. This is a platform which brings together corrugated case manufacturers from all across the globe.”

Venugopal Menon
Zone Business Director, Bobst India Pvt. Ltd.

Attendee Profile

- Corrugated Box manufacturers
- Package Converters
- Designers for Corrugated Box & related packaging
- Industry consultants
- Paper Mills
- Printers
- End – users like Food, Pharma, FMCG companies
- Association

Visitor Satisfaction

- 89% visitors met their overall objectives
- 94% visitors agreed that ICE represent products comprehensively
- 92% visitors will revisit the show in future
- 76% visitors found GoConnect: Business matchmaking service beneficial
About the venue

Bombay Exhibition Centre (BEC) is one of the biggest exhibition centers in Mumbai. It hosts lots of international fairs and exhibition shows. The centre is ideally situated along the Western Express Highway in Goregaon, within 10 minutes from airports, walking distance to train stations and a 20 minute drive from the heart of the city. There are lots of hotels around the venue.

It can host wide variety of large and medium size events, business conferences, international exhibitions. There are operational air-conditioned restaurants, open air cafeterias and sufficient large parking space. It also consist of highly efficient infrastructure and power source to host very large events and conferences.

About Reed Manch Exhibitions

Reed Manch Exhibitions, India is a joint venture between Manch Communications, India and Reed Exhibitions, UK. Reed Manch is currently one of the most prominent organisers in India and is responsible for bringing Reed events to booming India market in addition to launching shows on new subjects. The company is India’s fastest growing company and worldwide a leader in organising trade shows and conferences on niche industry subjects. The organisation has a growing portfolio of events and is involved in launching various Reed global brands in India.
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